Furniture and objets d'art of the 18th century

The interlude of the Gallery
French varnishes

Adrien Faizelot-Delorme (attributed to), Madame de Pompadour "en pente" secretary, circa
1750, Paris, Musée des arts décoratifs (inv. 32636)

Wood paneling, furniture and objets d’art of the 18th century were often
adorned with a precious varnish. Inspired by the Asian lacquer imported in
Europe since the 16th century, it enhanced many pieces and aroused a
pronounced enthusiasm amongst collectors.

Unknown, Barometer in the shape of a Chinese pavilion, circa 1750, Paris, Musée des
arts décoratifs (inv. 2008.95.1)

The importation of Asian lacquerware in the 17th century stimulated the
interest of collectors and scientists in Europe. Craftsmen sought to
reproduce this mysterious technique. Amongst them, Pierre Gole
(circa 1620-1684), who worked for Louis XIV and Mazarin, varnished some of
his objects. In 1663, he delivered to the Château de Vincennes tables
“varnished in the manner of China” and “varnished in the manner of
mother-of-pearl and pearl”.
Independent varnishers settled in the 17th century in the Faubourg SaintAntoine, while Gérard Dagly (1660-1715), originally from Germany, founded
in 1713 in the Gobelins enclosure a Company of varnish. Another
manufactory, more confidential, also developed in Chantilly from 1726,
under the impetus of Louis-Henri, Duke of Bourbon, whose important
collection of Asian porcelain may have inspired his craftsmen.

Unknown, Three drawers chest of drawers, French varnish imitating metal marquetry, circa
1700, Paris, Musée des arts décoratifs (inv. 51394)

Amongst the craftsmen of the Faubourg Saint-Antoine, one family stands
out: the Martins. Guillaume Martin (1689-1749), the eldest of the siblings, ran
a workshop that grew considerably in the early 18th century. In 1725, he
received the title of “Vernisseur du roi” (King's varnisher), a title that his
brothers subsequently received. Possessing perhaps a particular recipe,
their varnish was distinguished by a depth and brilliance without equal,
which made, from 1750, qualify any work of varnish of excellent quality
“Martin varnish”. This designation, however, included a very wide range of
varnishes that do not necessarily come from the workshop of one of the
Martin brothers. The success of this family was also due to its relations.
Related to cabinetmakers like the Saunier or the Criaerd, they could easily
collaborate with them in the realization of furniture.

Mathieu Criaerd, Chest of drawers of Madame de Mailly's bedroom at château de Choisy,
1742, Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA 11192)

The Martins were close to marchands merciers: Thomas-Joachim Hébert
(1687-1773) and Lazare Duvaux (1703-1758) both worked with Guillaume
Martin. This corporation is the keystone of the French varnish trade. It is
Hébert who is at the origin of the use of Asian lacquer in French furniture, a
fashion which led thereafter to the application of French varnish on the
same furniture, either as a complement to lacquer, or as the only decorative
element.

Marchands
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for

the

realization of objects resulting from various techniques, are essential
collaborators for the varnishers. They allow them to devote their technique
to the realization of very diverse objects.

Unknown, Holster, 18th century, Versailles, Châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon
(inv. V5845.204)

The French varnish was found on many furniture and objects in the
18th century. From the 1720s, caskets, snuffboxes, clocks, chests of drawers,
tables, writing cases, but also carriages, were decorated with varnish. We
know particularly many “toilet caskets”. Covered with a red varnish, often
decorated in relief, their shape and decoration were inspired by Asian
models. They often contained a toiletry kit also varnished with red.
The wood paneling was also a support appreciated by varnishers. Covered
with the same varnish as the furniture of the room, they contributed to
create this total and harmonious decoration, dear to the 18th century.

Guillaume or Étienne-Simon Martin, Pair of sedan panels, circa 1745, Münster, Museum für
Lackkunst (inv. EU-D-z-8)

The furniture in French varnish imitated first of all precious materials, like
mother-of-pearl or lapis lazuli, but also metal marquetry or Boulle
marquetry. In 1686, the embassy of Siam at the French Court inclined the
taste towards the exoticism of Far East. The varnishes then took up its
motifs, on all supports. They were sometimes combined with real Asian
lacquers, framing them or completing them on the same object. From the
years 1735-1745, color was introduced in the varnishes, and around 1750, they
really emancipated themselves from the Asian model. New compositions
and new inspirations were then created, taking as reference French artists
like Jean-Baptiste Oudry (1686-1755) or François Boucher (1703-1770).
The originality and preciousness of French varnishes led artists and dealers
to marry it with many materials: it was sometimes associated with
porcelain, which colors and patterns it took. A very rare production also saw
the French varnishes placed on an innovative metal sheet base.

Bernard II Van Riesenburgh, Chiffonnière table, circa 1764, Paris, Musée du Louvre
(inv. OA 8170)

Appreciated for its brightness, lightness and depth, French varnishes
contributed to the elegance and refinement of 18th century interiors. A
complex and precious technique, it made the art objects it adorned into real
jewels, and the furniture it covered into pieces of great originality, true
collectors' items.
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